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What is Smart Society?

Smarter Planet
Instrumentation
Interconnectedness
Intelligence
What is Smart Society?

Smarter City
- Information
- Communication
- IoT

Smarter Society
- AI
- Big Data
- Cloud
- IoT
“a large group of people who live together in an organized way, making decisions about how to do things and sharing the work that needs to be done.”

-- Cambridge Dictionary
What is Smart Society?

Smarter Society

A large group of people who live together in an organized way, making decisions about how to do things and sharing the work that needs to be done.
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Virtual Service Staff

City Hall 民政局

Real Estate 房产局

Bank 银行
People Centric: Personalize your Logo
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“This small bird has short beak and dark stripe down the top, the wings are a mix of brown, white and black and the upper breast is white and has black stripes.”

Tao Xu, Pengchuan Zhang, Qiuyuan Huang, Han Zhang, Zhe Gan, Xiaolei Huang, Xiaodong He, 2017
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Digitalization → Intelligentization
Separate → Global
Process → People

Smart Society: Everybody Dance Now
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